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Fishing report corson' s inlet nj

Coastal - the weather has been up and down as late. The stripper (bass, striped) has been stable overall with lots of bites taking bloodworms with shorts. There are some around 28-30 inches so there's a chance you can take home some dinner. Conditions are finally shaping up in the river so the fish really should be
getting ready for bite. Small sizes are running beaches and inlets but the numbers have not been spectacular. Tautog are holding onto the jetty. A western wind will arrange things. We expect monster bluefish to arrive as they chase the bait coming at any time. Check out mullica river fishing trips as well as live bait in
store! ANGLE PROR App Users - Tap a fish below the report to reveal more angling tips and tricks! Fodder report-Herring (Thredfin) is in the great Ag and Mallika rivers. Bunkers (Mendden) are also moving forward. Absecon Bay Players Center 609-484-0409 www.abseconbay.com onshore — we're now in March and
the Stripers (bass, striped) have already fired back into the bay as well as in the river (Tuckahoe, The Great Egg and the Middle River). As the numbers move out of rivers towards bridges and bays, the number is improving. Perch (silver perch) is in the bloodworm or grass shrimp. Most strippers are along the edge and
rivers towards Belle's point. Most are smaller than 18-24 inches. They are taking bloodworms and soft plastics. ANGLE PROR App Users - Tap a fish below the report to reveal more angling tips and tricks! Fin-atics have left the migratory fish area during the onshore-winter season www.fin-atics.com 609-398-2248 and
the variety of fish available in state waters are thin. Some anglers are still targeting strippers (bass, striped), Tautog, cod, atlantic and other fish that are around in winter. Most stripper trips will begin back around April or early. There are still some tautog trips of big boats underway when the weather allows. Any of our
listed tackle shops will make you glad to have a boat that still runs towards sailing. As we find different weather conditions day by day, we encourage all anglers to stay safe and warm while fishing. This is a great opportunity to check out some of the current Pro Angler app features with new additions coming soon! We
look forward to bringing you more great pro reports when the bite fires back! The Pro Angler team has left the migratory fish field during the inshore-winter season and the variety of fish available in state waters are thin. Some anglers are still targeting strippers (bass, striped), Tautog, cod, atlantic and other fish that are
around in winter. Most stripper trips will begin back around April or early. There are still some tautog trips of big boats underway when the weather allows. Any of our listed tackle shops will make you glad to have a boat that still runs towards sailing. As we Find different weather conditions, we encourage all anglers to
stay safe Hot during fishing. This is a great opportunity to check out some of the current Pro Angler app features with new additions coming soon! We look forward to bringing you more great pro reports when the bite fires back! The Pro Angler team has left the migratory fish field during the inshore-winter season and the
variety of fish available in state waters are thin. Some anglers are still targeting strippers (bass, striped), Tautog, cod, atlantic and other fish that are around in winter. Most stripper trips will begin back around April or early. There are still some tautog trips of big boats underway when the weather allows. Any of our listed
tackle shops will make you glad to have a boat that still runs towards sailing. As we find different weather conditions day by day, we encourage all anglers to stay safe and warm while fishing. This is a great opportunity to check out some of the current Pro Angler app features with new additions coming soon! We look
forward to bringing you more great pro reports when the bite fires back! The Pro Angler team has left the migratory fish field during the inshore-winter season and the variety of fish available in state waters are thin. Some anglers are still targeting strippers (bass, striped), Tautog, cod, atlantic and other fish that are
around in winter. Most stripper trips will begin back around April or early. There are still some tautog trips of big boats underway when the weather allows. Any of our listed tackle shops will make you glad to have a boat that still runs towards sailing. As we find different weather conditions day by day, we encourage all
anglers to stay safe and warm while fishing. This is a great opportunity to check out some of the current Pro Angler app features with new additions coming soon! We look forward to bringing you more great pro reports when the bite fires back! The Pro Angler team has left the migratory fish field during the inshore-winter
season and the variety of fish available in state waters are thin. Some anglers are still targeting strippers (bass, striped), Tautog, cod, atlantic and other fish that are around in winter. Most stripper trips will begin back around April or early. There are still some tautog trips of big boats underway when the weather allows.
Any of our listed tackle shops will make you glad to have a boat that still runs towards sailing. As we find different weather conditions day by day, we encourage all anglers to stay safe and warm while fishing. This is a great opportunity to check out some of the current Pro Angler app features with new additions coming
soon! We look forward to bringing you more great pro reports when the bite fires back! The Pro Angler team has left the migratory fish field during the inshore-winter season and the variety of fish available in state waters are thin. A few There are, still strippers (bass, striped) are targeted, Cod, the Atlantic and other fish
that are around in winter. Most stripper trips will begin back around April or early. There are still some tautog trips of big boats underway when the weather allows. Any of our listed tackle shops will make you glad to have a boat that still runs towards sailing. As we find different weather conditions day by day, we

encourage all anglers to stay safe and warm while fishing. This is a great opportunity to check out some of the current Pro Angler app features with new additions coming soon! We look forward to bringing you more great pro reports when the bite fires back! The Pro Angler team has left the migratory fish field during the
inshore-winter season and the variety of fish available in state waters are thin. Some anglers are still targeting strippers (bass, striped), Tautog, cod, atlantic and other fish that are around in winter. Most stripper trips will begin back around April or early. There are still some tautog trips of big boats underway when the
weather allows. Any of our listed tackle shops will make you glad to have a boat that still runs towards sailing. As we find different weather conditions day by day, we encourage all anglers to stay safe and warm while fishing. This is a great opportunity to check out some of the current Pro Angler app features with new
additions coming soon! We look forward to bringing you more great pro reports when the bite fires back! The Pro Angler team has left the migratory fish field during the inshore-winter season and the variety of fish available in state waters are thin. Some anglers are still targeting strippers (bass, striped), Tautog, cod,
atlantic and other fish that are around in winter. Most stripper trips will begin back around April or early. There are still some tautog trips of big boats underway when the weather allows. Any of our listed tackle shops will make you glad to have a boat that still runs towards sailing. As we find different weather conditions
day by day, we encourage all anglers to stay safe and warm while fishing. This is a great opportunity to check out some of the current Pro Angler app features with new additions coming soon! We look forward to bringing you more great pro reports when the bite fires back! Pro Angler Team Inshore - Hey Anglers! In
order to bring you valuable, date content such as rules, GPS hotspot, and brand new features will return the week of The Angler App Pro Report January 16, 2017. Please feel free to take a look at last week's report for an idea of what's biting or giving your favorite local bait shop a shout! The Pro Angler app looks
forward to making you lots of exciting changes as we turn off 2017! Bass pro shops are around onshore - Tautog this week. Usually green crabs them Will do well to do. Sea bass (sea bass, black) continues to be caught. Search near ships and reefs to find them. Search. Should still be around the odd striped (bass,
striped). There's not a lot of big fish though. ANGLE PROR App Users - Tap a fish below the report to reveal more angling tips and tricks! Offshore-cod (cod, Atlantic) has been caught off of NY in the north. There's also some seaside on ships 50 miles away. Bass Pro Shops 609-449-4500 onshore - Birds will be your
best bet to find fish from the surf this week. If you are trawling, you can also look for whales. Bass (bass, striped) will be chasing small floating bait with birds and whales. We're seeing small sizes now that temperatures are falling. There are decent shapes and numbers around the 3 mile line. Mojos and Stretch Lures are
working well on troll to hook them. The riptide bait and onshore tackle www.riptidebaitandtackle.com 609-264-0440 — there's still some bass (bass, striped) front around the 3-mile line. Inside the line we are seeing some decent fish. They are from 28-38 inches. The numbers aren't bad. Anglers can tell the weather is
coming to a close as the little fish are moving in. Trawling mozos and stretches (20,25,30) in charluses or whites are working well. Use whales and other mammals, bait and birds to find fish. The riptide bait and tackle 609-264-0440 www.riptidebaitandtackle.com Inshore-Anglers are trolling for strippers (bass, striped) in
this week. Not too many anglers are fishing surf at this point. Head out approximately 3 miles where depths are around 40 feet. A lot of better fish are 3 miles outside. Bunker (Manhaden) is working well to hook them up. Mojos and bunker spoons are your best lures in white or charlatus. Trolls will be as slow as you can
go so they get a good look at the attraction before they hit it. Tautog and Sea Bass (Sea Bass, Black) have been cool. The occasional bluefish is still mixed inside. ANGLE PROR App Users - Tap a fish below the report to reveal more angling tips and tricks! Finn-atics 609-398-2248 www.fin-atics.com onshore-strippers
(bass, striped) are heading down the coast from just south of Corson's Inlet. Mojos and bunker spoons on artists are the most productive. Chartreuse and white are the main colors. Darker colors like purple on cloudy days are working well. From surf you can catch some quality strippers. In Delaware Bay we are starting
to mark some big fish when the weather allows us to get out. ANGLE PROR App Users - Tap a fish below the report to reveal more angling tips and tricks! Offshore - Tautog are on ships about 10 miles off the coast. Sea bass (sea bass, black) are around 15-20 miles away. Squid or clam are working well. Green crabs
are better for Tautog. Bait report - peanut bunkers (inhdan) and adult bunkers are floating. You can snag and leave for them. Hands also bait and tackle the 609-884-2248 onshore-fishing great done great Bass's (bass, striped) are plentiful from Brigantine to Surf City. Sizes are good as up to 45 inches have caught lots of
fish. They are From the sun to sunset continuously. The bite has been progressively hot in the afternoon for the past few days. The beach and boat are both good. Tautog fishing has been excellent as well. ANGLE PROR App Users - Tap a fish below the report to reveal more angling tips and tricks! Offshore - some tuna
(tuna, bluefin) that were last seen were about 13 miles east of Aori. They're hitting on the plug. The fish were plentiful but they don't seem to bite until the evening. Absecon Bay Player Center 609-484-0409 heading into onshore - thanks we're starting to see the Stripers on the troll of Atlantic City and to the north. Large
strippers (bass, striped) are up to 45 inches. We hope they will continue to roll ashore. Quite a few fish are also taken on mojos or by snagging and dropping. They are up to 35 lbs. Bird play is about to take place from the beaches in Ocean City. They are beyond casting range, but there are quite a few sightings. With the
wind it's been hard to get out. The weather towards the weekend should be calm and we expect to improve the troll bite. Bluefish are swimming to the north to push down the surf coming south. A northwest wind can help push the bait to the beach. Good with night bites in the bay with day bites on top of the tide while
going out. They are taking soft plastics, zoom and sip jig heads. Hard bytes are hit or miss on the surf. There is still fish on the jetty. Keepers here and there with a lot of fish going around 25 inches. Tautog is still great if you can get out. Onshore ships and offshore searches. Small fish are at bay. Large fishes are rolling
during the cold. Sea Bass (Sea Bass, Black) is out towards AC Reef and are out for the largest size. ANGLE PROR App Users - Tap a fish below the report to reveal more angling tips and tricks! Finn-atics 609-398-2248 www.fin-atics.com onshore - we're seeing a fair amount of strippers (bass, striped), especially from
back bay. Spots and eels are the best to hook them up. Night cutting around the boat and bridges using soft plastic is productive. Bunkers, mulletes and clams will do well to hook them too. Tautog opens November 16 and the reports are great so far. ANGLE PROR App Users - Tap a fish below the report to reveal more
angling tips and tricks! Offshore - anglers were recently fishing valleys to bite hot swordfish (billfish - swordfish). They are at 300-600 feet and are carrying the entire squid with brightness sticks and rattles at night. Bait report - bunker (Menhaden) and mullet can be found this week. There's herring around from anything
else. Sea Isle bait and tackle 609-263-6540 onshore - when anglers can get out sea bass (sea bass, black) are on onshore reefs. The closer you are to the more dogfish (dogfish, prickly) edge then you have to go further out. Bluefish are mixed in and are up to 5 lbs. Tog (Tautog) are cut back well in the bays as well as
jetty out They're loving green crabs. There are still some keepers mixed in with shorts. Strippers (bass, striped) are floating jetties at the northern end of the island. Morning sun up and sunset are best using soft plastic, topwater poppers and swimming plugs anywhere 5 cents north from the sides of the jetty up and
down. The fish is hanging close to the beach. They're in the back bays around bridges at night, 9th Street exclusively. During the day they are taking place in the Eels or Port or Tuckahoe River drifting into the river. There hasn't been much in the part or inlet on the Eels side. The fish should be shown soon. Corson's inlet
is catching a large number of small weak fish to take small plastic, bloodworms and squid strips with a little clam. Strippers can be caught on the troll out front. They are up to 40 inches of mojos. Finn-atics 609-398-2248 www.fin-atics.com onshore-strippers (bass, striped) are on their way from the north this week.
Anglers are constantly getting fish everyday in slot size. There are some big fish mixed in with quite a few schoolies. They're not easy, but if you hunt for them they're there. Live spots in the shallows and sip nemesis have been productive. The water is clean and the tog (totag) on the jetty and bridges is good. Bait report
- Anglers tuna (tuna, yellowfin) are heading north to the Hudson for this week. Absecon Bay Player Center 609-484-0409 Inshore — there are plenty of Schoolie striped bass at bay. They're cut all throughout the day with fish landed up to 30 inches. Anglers flow flat and casting poppers and structure at sunrise and sunset
to hook them up. The bite is persistent at night. Mixed in bluefish. The beach has not quite turned on but is very good activity from birds and bait. We expect to be hot on the beach next month. Boaters are doing well trolling bunker spoons for big fish. Tautog onshore jetties are swimming but are still small. You can find
them on the green crabs in the morning. Sea bass (sea bass, black) is now open and we hope to see a hot bite on them. Clams will work to hook them up, although you can jig for them as well. ANGLE PROR App Users - Tap a fish below the report to reveal more angling tips and tricks! Offshore-anglers are racing
towards the valley for yellowfin and longfin tuna (tuna, yellowfin and tuna, Albacore). Swordfish (billfish - swordfish) are still biting. Tuna is being caught while it's light and swordfish at night. Fisherman's headquarters are showing off www.fishermansheadquarters.com 609-494-5739 with plenty of onshore-small bluefish
back in the bays and also in front of the beach. They are mainly 1-3 lbs with large sizes mixed. The main bytes are finger mullet and mackerel. Some cast masters, fatal dicks, crippled herring and Hopkin lures are also being caught on. Tog (Tautog) has been great in fishing bridges and back bays around the jetty. They
are also on Of some of the rocks stacks and deep sud banks. Don't forget to try to tog around some of the different dock pilings. Green crabs are the bait of choice. Small schoolie strippers (bass, striped) are showing up in the bay around the bridges and recently we've been getting some reports around the front of the
beach. There are some keeper sizes even being caught in the mix. Now is the time to get out and enjoy the weather! Sea Bass Weather opens Saturday October 22 with a 15 fish range of 13 inches or better. ANGLE PROR App Users - Tap a fish below the report to reveal more angling tips and tricks! Finn-atics 609398-2248 www.fin-atics.com onshore - small bluefish are on the beach in two inlets. Some keeper bass (bass, striped) has been taken on Corson's inlet. It's a little too early to run thick bass. There are some good shapes above the river that have not yet gone out. Kings (Mackerel, King) are sporadic on the beach near
30th Street. Bluefish are in the rear bays along the bridge and bridge. Decent Tautog are with bridges as well. Green crabs are the best. Clam is a decent choice. There have been no reports of anglers going offshore for weather adventurers. ANGLE PROR App Users - Tap a fish below the report to reveal more angling
tips and tricks! Finn-atics 609-398-2248 www.fin-atics.com onshore - small bluefish are on the beach in two inlets. Some keeper bass (bass, striped) has been taken on Corson's inlet. It's a little too early to run thick bass. There are some good shapes above the river that have not yet gone out. Kings (Mackerel, King) are
sporadic on the beach near 30th Street. Bluefish are in the rear bays along the bridge and bridge. Decent Tautog are with bridges as well. Green crabs are the best. Clam is a decent choice. There have been no reports of anglers going offshore for weather adventurers. ANGLE PROR App Users - Tap a fish below the
report to reveal more angling tips and tricks! Finn-atics 609-398-2248 www.fin-atics.com onshore - the weather has been tough lately, but we're looking for bluefish to take 3 lbs mullet or poppers. The occasional good weak fish for 22 inches has been shown. There are plenty of schoolie strippers chasing (bass, striped)
mullet before they head into the back bays for the fall. ANGLE PROR App Users - Tap a fish below the report to reveal more angling tips and tricks! Sea Isle bait and tackle 609-263-6540 onshore - there's been a decent amount around large triggerfish (triggerfish, grey) lately. The shapes are great. Weak fish are up to 2
lbs at this point. Most of the fishing is concentrated in the entrance, where the mullet is running or near and off of the 8th Street jetty. Keeper Tog (Tautog) is walking away from 17-20 inches on the green crabs. Miniature strippers (bass, striped) are around with a ton of small sea bass (sea bass, black). In the surf,
kingfish (kingfish, southern) are slowing down. ANGLE PROR APP users - Tap a fish below the report to reveal more Tips and tricks! Fodder reports-mullet are running inlets. Avalon Hodge pose 609-967-3274 www.avalonhp.com onshore-fishing has slowed due to the weather as of late. Rain has destroyed the clarity of
water onshore. The wind has mixed the surf. Things are slowly starting to clear and we're seeing some bluefish in the inlet. We expect to see things heat up as conditions become more ideal. ANGLE PROR App Users - Tap a fish below the report to reveal more angling tips and tricks! Finn-atics 609-398-2248 www.finatics.com onshore - a lot of small weak fish are inlet and beach swimming this week. Most are small and are caught on squid or berkeley gulls. Anglers are targeting the flounder and finding vulnerable fish. Flounder [Flounder, Summer (Fluke)] has been caught on reefs in Ocean City and Wildwood. Ti has been slow then
head north or south. Live minnows are the best bait for throwing after berkeley gulp or strip bytes. ANGLE PROR App Users - Tap a fish below the report to reveal more angling tips and tricks! Offshore - Albies and Mahi Sea are ahead on the Isle Ridge. Anglers are trawling for Mahi (dolphin) and casting or trawling for
the albies (Bonito, Little Tunney). Discover debris and lobster pots to find Mahi. Avalon Hodge pose 609-967-3274 www.avalonhp.com onshore - recent weather and water conditions have kept too many anglers away from the water over the past few days. Fishing has been extremely slow so there have been no current
reports for the area. The water of the back bay is still dirty due to the wind. It's beginning to settle and sea bass (sea bass, black) and sand sharks (sharks, sandbar) have come into the report. By the weekend we expect that the bite will be normal. Beaches should have kingfishers (kingfishers, southern), spots, crockers
(crocker, atlantic), and snapper blues (bluefish). ANGLE PROR App Users - Tap a fish below the report to reveal more angling tips and tricks! Fin-atics 609-398-2248 onshore — there are still some night anglers around the jetty targeting bridges and strippers (bass, striped). There's mostly just small fish coming in with
kingfish (kingfish, northern) and spots running with small weakfish. Too many keepers aren't shown. Large sharks and rays are coming from the beach. Flounder [Flounder, Summer (Temporary)] is also around the jetty as bait piles and they're getting ready to move. There are still flounders in the back. They are slowing
down and there are some keepers for anglers using live bait. There are also some weak fish. Large flower can be found on artificial rock areas. Short strippers and bluefish are cut along the river. Absecon Bay has tons of gear for all your fishing needs! ANGLE PROR App Users - Tap a fish below the report to reveal
more angling tips and tricks! Bait reports — Big Peanut Bunkers (Menhaden) are around the JT this week. Mullet is all over the place. Absecon Bay Centre 609-484-0409 Coastal- Coastal- (Sharks, Sandbar) are caught in Brigantine. There are still some kings (Kingfish, Northern) from the beach. Croaker is beginning to
arrive and will get more abundant when temperatures fall. Strippers (bass, striped) haven't moved in yet. If the water drops more Flounder [Flounder, Summer (Temporary)] will be in the back bays and around GE Reef 5 miles just offshore. Find the structure in the vicinity as well. Porgy (Scup) is also around and can be
found in the bay. ANGLE PROR App Users - Tap a fish below the report to reveal more angling tips and tricks! A lot of offshore -tuna (tuna, yellowfin), marlin (billfish-marlin, white) and mahi (dolphin) is way past 90 miles. Bait reports - crockers are beginning to move in. Bass Pro Shops 609-449-4500
www.bassproshops.com Onshore-Bay Fishing has been good this week. Flounder [Flounder, Summer (Temporary)] is being caught by the Rainbow Channel, Ships Channel and Kennedy Park from route 52 causeway. About Corson's inlet, flounders are doing well along with some small bluefish. Strippers (bass, striped)
can be caught during the evening. Kingfisher (Kingfisher, Northern) from Surf has made a good presence on the beaches. Good numbers have been caught up and down. In the morning and late evening, some strippers are getting caught up with bluefish. Brown sharks (sharks, sandbars) are being bitten by the beach.
They're taking mackerel and bunkers. ANGLE PROR App Users - Tap a fish below the report to reveal more angling tips and tricks! Offshore - Flounder [Flounder, Summer (Flick)] are making a presence in GE and Ocean City Reefs. Squid, mackerel, minos and sip are working. From the Atlantic City Reef area we are
finding bluefin tuna (tuna, bluefin) just east of the reef and on the AC ridge. Fishing is sketchy in the valley. Inshore lumps are producing small bluefins and we expect to see an increase over the weekend. Fin-atics 609-398-2248 onshore - Kingfish (Kingfish, Southern) and 6-foot sharks (sharks, sandbar) are on the
beach this week. The back bay has a lot to do under slot flander [Flander, Summer (Flick). Weak fish are in bloodworms and small plastic-consuming inlets. They are decent shapes. Striped bass after dark (bass, striped) dock areas and bridge lights are hanging around. Bass killers and similar soft plastics will work well.
ANGLE PROR App Users - Tap a fish below the report to reveal more angling tips and tricks! Offshore - Mahi (dolphin) seas are on island ridge and 2FB. Bonito (Bonito, Little Tunni) is mixed. On the Wilmington side, we had bigi (tuna, bigi) and white marlin (billfish-marlin, white). Avalon Hodge Pose 609-967-3274
www.avalonhp.com Inshore - there are some large bluefish up to 19 lbs coming out of the surf. There are tons of kingfishers on the bloodworm and Kingfisher (Kingfisher, southern) rigs. They're right by the beach and being the hottest thing. Back Bays Are Holding Flounder [Flounder, Summer But there is a mix of
keepers and releases. Brown sharks (sharks, sandbars) have also been in the surf. There haven't been much word on strippers (bass, striped). Triggerfish (triggerfish, grey) continue to swim ships with some scattered sea bass (C bass, black). Crabbing has been great in back bays and creeks. ANGLE PROR App Users
- Tap a fish below the report to reveal more angling tips and tricks! Sea Isle Bait and Tackle 609-263-6540 Onshore-Bay Fishing in the area is Producing Flounder [Flounder, Summer (Temporary)] with lots of fish being caught off the Rainbow Channel, Ships Channel and Route 52 Bridge by Kennedy Park. In Corson's
inlet, we have seen flounder and some small bluefish. Some striped bass (bass, striped) are also being caught in the evening. Kingfisher (Kingfish, Northern) can be caught right from the surf. There are good numbers up and down. Striped bass and bluefish have been caught in the morning and late evening. Brown
sharks are beginning to turn into the area. The bait of choice is mackerel and bunker. ANGLE PROR App Users - Tap a fish below the report to reveal more angling tips and tricks! Offshore - flounder [flounder, summer (fluke)] in reef areas are making a good presence in ocean town and GE reefs. The bytes of choice are
squid, mackerel, minos and gulp. Bluefin (tuna, bluefin) from the Atlantic City Reef area are just east and on the ridge. Fishing is sketchy from the valley but onshore lumps are producing small bluefin. Finn-atics 609-398-2248 www.fin-atics.com onshore — there's a lot of Flounder [Flounder, Summer (Temporary)] that
are firing this week. They are spread everywhere, including rock and inlet. They are around 11 lbs. Some big sheep have also been hit in the head. Anglers are night fishing structures for strippers (bass, striped). It's good to be out for inlet around Longport. The water is hot in the back, but it doesn't seem to matter. It's still
creating some keepers. The tide was early and the main bite is Flounder. ANGLE PROR App Users - Tap a fish below the report to reveal more angling tips and tricks! Offshore - Some anglers are running offshore for tuna (tuna, bluefin). They are out of ocean town. There are tons of boats going out and everyone seems
to catch up. Bait report - bait looks good everywhere. Bunkers (Menhaden), Spearing and Mullet are everywhere. The Absecon Bay Player Center has produced 609-484-0409 onshore-bay fishing route 52 levees in the area, floating [Flounder, Summer (Temporary)] from Ships Channel and Kennedy Park. In Corson's
inlet, we are seeing flounder and small bluefish. In the evening, strippers are biting. Kingfisher (Kingfisher, Southern) has been on the beaches recently and in good numbers. There are some bluefish and strippers in the morning and late evenings. Brown sharks (sharks, sandbars) are a start as they're beginning to bite
on mackerel and bunker. ANGLE PROR APP users - Tap a fish below the report to reveal angling tips and tricks! Offshore - offshore we are looking at reefs from ocean city on Floder [Flounder, Summer (Fluk)] and squid, mackerel, minos and gulp. Small bluefin (tuna, bluefin) are on the east of the cliff and on the AC
ridge. From the valley we are seeing sketchy fishing anglers are waiting for the weekend. Onshore humps are producing small bluefins. Fin-atics 609-398-2248 onshore - Floating [Flounder, Summer (Temporary)] fishing in the beach haven area has proven productive for captains of the Beach Haven Charter Fisheries
Association, while offshore fishing has also been attractive. Captain Jimmy Zavacky helped a young family with four youngsters celebrate the end of the school year with a Bay Fishing Trip. The group managed a keeper's frail fish and boating some medium-sized bluefish on the troll. Mate Lian Lopez explained that the
children were fascinated with all living creatures, even live minnows which they played with all day. It was a fish and fun day for the whole family. Another day the McGee crew tried a small reef fishing and managed some huge sea bass (sea bass, black) which had to be released until they arrive back in season. Captain
Fran Verdi is finding some nice temporary onshore artificial reefs and some of its debris fields fishing. He had a group of junior teammates out to learn the basics of some fishing and proper fishing. Additional information on the Beach Haven Charter Fisheries Association can be found in www.BHCFA.net offshore —
captain Dan Skrzat's recent 67 in the go reel pulled into 67-degree waters in the twenty-line. He released a brown shark (shark, sandbar) and placed a strong 120-pound mako shark (shark, shortfin mako). A third day he had the crew from Jerry Diesel in West Creek out twenty-line fishing again, this time for tuna tuna,
yellowfin). Captain Dan quickly located bait and tuna. He got his three-under bluefin (tuna, bluefin) and released a white marlin. He is happy to see those fish close. Later in the day he tried a little sharking but couldn't pick any. The Beach Haven Charter Fishing Association 609-978-9951 are holding some hits to the
onshore-back bays and miss Flounder [Flounder, Summer (Temporary)] up to 7 lbs. They are all in the ship's channel and summer point. Mackerel and sip what they're taking. At night schooled bass (bass, striped) lights are showing around creeks and in the boat. Small bluefish are here and there during the day. In the
surf we are finding decent kings (Kingfisher, Northern) at the south end on bloodworms and fishbites. The spot is also shown here with weak fish on the same bait. Ships have been holding Flounder to 4 lbs offshore — tuna (tuna, yellowfin) is picking up a bit, but nothing is stable as of yet. Bait report - crabbing is decent
this week, but they should start picking up soon. Arlene Mierop weighed in at a 21.5-inch Flounder that was 3.3 lbs! Fin-Attics 609-398-2248 Onshore - Bluefish are still back in the bay this week. More corson's inlet swimming as temperatures are warmer. Flounder [Flounder, Summer (Fluke)] showing up in back bay,
Kennedy Park has been the hot area with fish up to 6 lbs. Rainbow Channel and 9 St. Causeway Are Producing Flounder. Some bluefish have also been caught in the 9th St. Bridge. They are loved by bunkers, mackerel and finger mullet. Flounder minos are loved by squid and sip. Bluefish along the beach are taken in
the surf with some small strippers (bass, striped). Some have moved to kings (kingfish, northern) and bloodworms are the bait of choice. Finn-Atics 609-398-2248 fin-atics.com onshore - I led out with Blake and Max early this morning. We headed to the beach and got on the search. We found some of the seaside lives
away from/off the seaside. I managed to catch a nice bass, striped (40-lbs push) and we also had a couple other miss bite-offs. Our friend Todd Luber was also out on the water this morning fishing nearby. He released two 30-pound class bass live lining bunkers. After a long winter of stocking up on the offshore-tackle at
fisherman's headquarters, long hours of rigging, watching videos and sharks getting amped up for the season. It's finally here. Yesterday we walked about 30 miles and set up some structure around. Not even 10 minutes into setting out the gear out, a Mako (Shark, Shortfin Mako) jumps on to boot filled in the air with a
cartwheel! One of the coolest things I've seen so far. After about a 40-minute fight we were able to get him off the rope tail and secure it on the side of the boat. The Mako shark was about 200-lbs. This trip was a great start to our 2016 offshore season. Makos is here so get ready and go. Happy sharking. Fisherman's
headquarters are holding some decent Flounder 609-494-5739 [Flounder, Summer (Temporary)]. Rainbow Channel, ships channel and summer point have some great sizes along Kennedy Park. Bluefish are in the bay, they're slowing down but you can still find some decent shapes from the pier. Some bass (bass,
striped) at the north end are being taken on live bait or plug in the morning and early evening. The middle activity has been good. Some kings (mackerel, king) are starting to appear on blood bugs on the beach. There are a few keepers and they are mixed in with bass and blues. Corson's inlet is a mixed bag. Bluefish
and strippers are appearing with a couple flounders, but more are on the back end side. Offshore - a good yellowfin (tuna, yellowfin) has been cut and has some decent shapes. There are some scattered reports of bluefin (tuna, bluefin) but we are not sure they are consistent yet. Sharks (Sharks, Blue & Shark, Shortfin
Mako) this week are also providing some great bites for anglers. Finn-atics 609-398-2248 fin-atics.com onshore - bluefish are still back at bay. However, there are more bluefish Now to show that the weather is warming. Flounder [Flounder, Summer (Temporary)] are starting to show good numbers up to 6 lbs in back bay
near Kennedy Park. Rainbow Channel is also starting to produce some Flounder as well as the Ninth Street Causeway. Ninth Street Bridge anglers are holding some bluefish. The choice for bluefish is the bait bunker (Mendden), mackerel and finger mullet. Flower is being caught on minnows, squid and sips. Some
bluefish and strippers (bass, striped) along the beach are starting to show up. Bloodworm insects are the bait of choice for kingfish, northern. Finn-atics 609-398-2248 fin-atics.com onshore — not a lot has changed in the field this week. The weather has hit and missed which has not made it easier to catch fish. Flounder
[Flounder, Summer (Fluk)] has started cutting. They have not been hot but we expect it to happen soon. Bluefish and strippers (bass, striped) are also still floating this week. The sizes are great so far. Bluefish are swimming surf, bridges and inlets and have been hooked on hard baits as well as paddlers and jerk shad on
a jighead. As of last week, the bass bunker, finger mullet and cut mackerel continue to pick up. Jamon Lures also continues to hit them well. They can be caught back in the bay and the sizes are spectacular. Offshore - Some anglers are going to try to go fishing sharks (sharks, shortfin mako) but this will be the first trip
of the season with cold water and will hit and miss the weather. We are keen to see how they do. Finn-atics 609-398-2248 fin-atics.com Onshore - Flounder [Flounder, summer (temporary)] season coming early and opening soon. The weather is hit and missed, but despite that, the fishes are visible. Lots of big bluefish
up to 15 lbs are making an appearance in the bay and more so than surf. The inlet is also holding them. They are carrying bunkers, finger mullet and cut mackerel. Jamon Lures has also been productive. Paddlers and jerk shades on a jighead that are particularly bluefish-proof are good. Bridges and pilers are also
holding some. Hard baits are working well to hook bluefish. The water is a bit cooler this year so we expect some great fish to come back out of the bay. Small strippers (bass, striped) are still back in the bay, but they're hit or missing. Some are up to the high 30, nothing over 40 yet and a ton of smaller companies. Large
sizes are visible in rivers. With water temperatures being low they're not pushed out into the surf like they normally would. We hope this happens soon. Finn-atics moved into the onshore-blues (bluefish) surf fin-atics.com 609-398-2248 very well on Saturday, and was bigger than the blues by the beach before, capt. Andy
from the riptide bat and tackle wrote in a report on the store's website that day. A couple of 19-pounders and 16-pounders were examined that day. Hot like it did last year, he said. The weeds also moved in, but anglers said the water was very fish lol. Surf Surf Last night pulled a couple of striped bass (bass, striped) from
the surf, she wrote in a report on the site today. The keepers are nothing but big, he said. A 27-pound striper is ranked first in Riptide's spring stripper and Bluefish Derby that lasts until May 22. Third place is still open, and Derby is for the three heaviest fish in both categories caught by the city's surf. Cash is awarded,
and admission is $25 and includes a permit for the beach-buggy with the entire Brigantine Front Beach, when a Brigantine Beach buggy permits. Without tournament permission, not all beach can be operated. New this year, Brigantine Beach - Buggy permits veterans and active military are free. The expert chimney
spring riptide striper bounty was up to 640 dollars. Cash prizes for the annual competition angler who brings in the year's first striped 43 inches or bigger than the beach in front of Brigantine. The reward will increase, as the entry is 5 dollars, and all the money is given. Berkeley is offering a $15 discount on buying four
packs of gulps and $10 to buy a pint. Stop by and save, and load up in summer for Flounder [Flounder, Summer (Temporary)] season that begins May 21. The 609-264-0440 inshore tackle - things have been great in the field. Bluefish are large and thick and many of them have exceeded 10 lbs. It is not difficult to catch
them this week. Reports of small strippers (bass, striped) mixed with blues are also being caught. The sizable Delaware Bay and the river are still in the area that haven't moved as yet. The weather has also been unfavorable for anglers to head offshore. Onshore has been the main focus. We hope this bite continues
over the weekend. Sea Isle bait and tackle 609-263-6540 onshore-striped bass (bass, striped) and bluefish are in the surf. There are some back at bay, but the best action is in the sand. Bluefish are carrying metals and plugs, while bass prefer bass killers. Bluefish are around 8lbs and are varied in bass size. There are
mostly small sizes with some keepers and fewer monsters. Offshore - Some anglers are fishing down to tatog and doing very well. They are within 20 miles of shore. We hope this bite continues over the weekend. Bait Report – Bunker (Menhanden) schools are out there, but beyond casting length. They are schoolboys.
10% off line spooling with 3 or more reels in Avalon Hodge Pose! Avalon Hodge pose 609-967-3274 inshore-season hits and misses as recently. Cold and wind have kept some anglers away from the water even though the water temperature is rising. There are some strippers (bass, striped) being caught so far. Most are
small in size but some keepers are mixed if you are ready to take some time. Corson's inlets, bridges, points and rivers are all holding strippers. They haven't been caught on the surf yet, but it's a bit early for that. There are scattered reports of small As well. Some weak fish have been caught but they are not hot yet.
Lures are working well and soft plastics such as a bass killer in white are also productive. Keep everything towards the surface at this time of year. Black back and bronze back are great. The search for Tog (Tautog) are some anglers, but they're not focused yet. There are some in the gulf but the weather is not
favourable for them. When the weather isn't too bad the perch (sand perch) cutting into the river is decent as well. We're just waiting for good weather to set in so anglers can hit the water. Finn-atics 609-398-2248 Inshore - Local anglers are still waiting for the bite to actually take over the area. We're seeing some reports
of small strippers (bass, striped) on the back way. The Delaware River is catching the best fish and has a bit of a trip but anglers targeting them are growing that way. Shorts are hanging around local areas and there was a 20-pound fish caught, but we don't expect to see many of these until the water heats up.
Fisherman's headquarters 609-494-5739 onshore - water and weather temperatures are up and down. Recently, the weather has muddled water and dropped temperatures. Back bays are holding some strippers (bass, striped) around the 9th St. Bridge. There are not a ton of fish but some keepers. Rivers are donning a
few perch (sand perch) as well as a lot of shorts. Anywhere from Jeffer Landing to State Park is producing perch. Cutting by boat is far better. Bloodworms and clams have been the best fodder for throwing this week. We haven't had any reports from surf as of yet, but it's still a bit early for that. We expect to see things
continue over the weekend as we look towards the spring pattern. Offshore – Boats are searching for Tautog this week. The shapes are decent and correspond to the bite. Finn-atics 609-398-2248 fin-atics.com onshore-stripper (bass, striped) cutting into the area is hot this week but they are mostly shorts. T-Jetty is the
best place to look for them. Something has also been found in Back Bay. There is also a ton of sand perch. Bluefish should come in the next few weeks. Then we would expect to see weak fish and flounders (flounder, summer (fluke)) at that time too. Delaware Bay will soon fire and drum (drum, black) another target.
Anglers are gearing up to start blackfishing (Tautog) very soon. Anglers looking to prepare for spring break can check out our fish facility which offers tons of tips and tricks to keep their lines tight. Pro Angler team onshore - there's been a great striped (bass, striped) bite from onshore this week. Things have been
constant and we are seeing sizes up to 29 inches. They're blood-loving this week. These shapes are coming from the river so far and some from the bay. There are some small sizes that can also be caught near the point. Are artificial such as zoom and bass killers Good Shallow anglers are finding a scattered sand
perch bite. Anglers are using live shrimp to find them but they will have to put some time in as they are not easy to find this week. Fodder report - Herring has gone into the river this week. Pro Angler Team Inshore-Anglers are excited for the early seasons coming quickly. We are expecting bass, striped bites to take very
soon. There have been some caught here and there but they are mostly shorts. They have been in most of the rivers so far. They are so far loved by jumbo bloodworms. Some good-sized penises have also been caught around the jetty and inlet. Anglers preparing for the Great Spring Bite can always check out our fish
feature which offers many tips and tricks to keep your lines tight. Pro Angler Team Inshore - Strippers (bass, striped) have been the main bites in this area so far. They are now open so anglers are excited to hook them up. The bite is somewhat consistent and the shapes are reasonable. Anglers are throwing blood bugs
into rivers to hook them. The outgoing tide has been the best time to fish them. Anyone preparing for the upcoming spring pattern can also check out our fish guide that offers many tips and tricks to help keep your lines tight. Fin-Attics Fin-Attics 609-398-2248 www.fin-atics.com inshore-Scott Bait and Tackles have all
sorts of new inventory to check in, which will be open for the fishing season starting Wednesday. The store has been closed for a winter break, and will be open in bass, striped weather bays and rivers starting Tuesday. But the store is always closed Tuesday. The annual $100 gift certificate for the store will be awarded
in the angler who weighs-gravel point from the first keeper of the year in striped bass. It's a nearby side-angling place at the confluence of the Mullica River and The Great Bay that gives some of the year's first Stripers every year in New Jersey. The river's warm water seems to draw them, and even years ago gravel
would come from because it's just a place that anglers can use that fish can harbor this time of year. Bloodworms usually catch them best in the early season, and insects are already stocked. Insects fish to digest easily when strippers have slow metabolism in cold water. When the water is hot, other bytes such as clams
will hold well. Sometimes fish were banked early in the season, and sometimes late. It depends on the temperature of the water, and has warmed up this winter. Minnows and nightcrawlers should also be stocked when the shop opens. Scott from the store planned to try to live the pure grass shrimp stock on Tuesday,
too. Prawns are popular for surfparch, sand fishing on brackish rivers like Mallika, and Maureen heard that perch was reeling from the river. Maureen said the fishing report will now be opened for onshore-Scott bait and fishing season to combat once striped bass is opened in weather bays and rivers. Anglers seemed
Getting excited about the Stripeer opener. The Stripeer season will be opened next week starting on Tuesday, March 1. The store will probably be opened the next day, starting March 2, because the store is always closing on Tuesday. The store has been closed for a winter break. All common bait will be stocked with
bloodworms, as long as the bait is available from suppliers. The annual $100 gift certificate for Scott will be awarded in the angler who check-stripe the store's first keeper from Gravel Point. It's a nearby side-angling place at the confluence of the Great Bay and mullica river that's always one of the first places to give
stripers in the state every year. Hot water from the river starts cutting them. Bloodworms are the favorite bait for bass at the beginning of the season. Insects are easy to digest in cold water for strippers. Once the water is heated, accelerating the metabolism for the fish, clams and other baits begin to catch up well. The
stripper season is open year-round at sea, within 3 miles from shore. But practically no strippers swim the ocean from the state at this time of year. That's because the ocean is colder than bays and rivers in winter. The Striper Fishing Shore has closed beyond 3 miles from the year-round. The store is accepting rod and
reel repairs, and telephones to confirm that someone will be at the store, before stopping to drop off repairs. The crew is at the store, preparing for the weather, on most days. The fishing report www.fishingreportsnow.com now offshore - as has been determined in the winter season - the sector is not getting much action.
Our sources are keeping that warm inside and there have been no reports submitted this week. Eagerly awaiting spring thaw for anglers, feel free to check out all the great features available on Pro Angler to keep you busy! From planning next season's hot spots on your GPS map to getting some delicious recipes for fish
you'll catch, Pro Angler will keep you addicted! If you just can't wait so long, take a look at your Southern fellow anglers in Florida! Check their weather, read reports of their areas and perhaps warmer weather lure you down for a saltwater fishing trip. Pro Angler has covered all your off-season cravings! Pro Angler Team
Offshore - As established in the winter season there is not much action to be found in this area. Our sources are keeping that warm inside and there have been no reports submitted this week. Eagerly awaiting spring thaw for anglers, feel free to check out all the great features available on Pro Angler to keep you busy!
From planning next season's hot spots on your GPS map to getting some delicious recipes for fish you'll catch, Pro Angler will keep you addicted! If you just can't wait so long, take a look at your Southern fellow anglers in Florida! Check their weather, read reports of their areas and maybe the hot weather salines you
Let's lure down to the fishing trip. Pro Angler has all Off-season cravings cover! Pro Angler Team Offshore - As established in the winter season there is not much action to be found in this area. Our sources are keeping that warm inside and there have been no reports submitted this week. Eagerly awaiting spring thaw
for anglers, feel free to check out all the great features available on Pro Angler to keep you busy! From planning next season's hot spots on your GPS map to getting some delicious recipes for fish you'll catch, Pro Angler will keep you addicted! If you just can't wait so long, take a look at your Southern fellow anglers in
Florida! Check their weather, read reports of their areas and perhaps warmer weather lure you down for a saltwater fishing trip. Pro Angler has covered all your off-season cravings! Pro Angler Team Offshore - As established in the winter season there is not much action to be found in this area. Our sources are keeping
that warm inside and there have been no reports submitted this week. Eagerly awaiting spring thaw for anglers, feel free to check out all the great features available on Pro Angler to keep you busy! From planning next season's hot spots on your GPS map to getting some delicious recipes for fish you'll catch, Pro Angler
will keep you addicted! If you just can't wait so long, take a look at your Southern fellow anglers in Florida! Check their weather, read reports of their areas and perhaps warmer weather lure you down for a saltwater fishing trip. Pro Angler has covered all your off-season cravings! Pro Angler Team Offshore - As
established in the winter season there is not much action to be found in this area. Our sources are keeping that warm inside and there have been no reports submitted this week. Eagerly awaiting spring thaw for anglers, feel free to check out all the great features available on Pro Angler to keep you busy! From planning
next season's hot spots on your GPS map to getting some delicious recipes for fish you'll catch, Pro Angler will keep you addicted! If you just can't wait so long, take a look at your Southern fellow anglers in Florida! Check their weather, read reports of their areas and perhaps warmer weather lure you down for a saltwater
fishing trip. Pro Angler has covered all your off-season cravings! Pro Angler Team Inshore - Lots of fish in the region in this area this week although a lot of anglers are living inside. This means you won't have a place to fight if you hit the water this weekend. Blackfish (Tautog) are holding up well this week. Anglers don't
need to go away because they are within 5-7 miles of the edge. Blackfish is mainly catching onto ships so anglers can leave some bait and pull it along the bottom to find them Strippers (bass, striped) are off the charts while jigging and trolling this week. Normally the bite has disappeared at this point, but they are still
doing very well. Bluefin (tuna, bluefin) are also changing this week. Huge sizes are changing so far this week and can be found from anywhere 2-10 miles. There's still good amount of sandyl and bunker showing so getting the bait and you'll get stripers, and maybe even some in tight tuna. Bait report - This week there
are still a large number of bunkers (Manhaden), Sandels and Herring. Sea Isle bait and tackle the 609-263-6540 onshore - there's surprisingly still quite a bit of action from onshore this week. Strippers (bass, striped) can still be found on the front troll of Ocean City. They're hitting mojos, stretches, bunker spoons in
roughly 40 feet of water. Birds are giving spots slightly closer to the beach. Some strippers are very close to the top and can be caught on topwater lures. Fish pods are bigger as of late and they are changing nearly 40 inches long. These are similar results for the surrounding thanks. Bluefish are also still floating. Some
blackfish (Tautog) can be found in canals but most of the bites are offshore. There is a report of a monster 24 lb tog coming in by rip tide. They are not too far offshore at this point, making the nearby vessels around but the cooler water hold much larger. Surf temperatures are a little cooler due to northwest wind, but are
expected to return to warmer temperatures and this pattern should continue for another few weeks. Offshore - offshore water is still quite hot so the cutting has not quite turned on. Sea Bass, Black is now closed so Tautog is the main focus. Most of them haven't moved too far offshore at this point because the water is
still hot but cooler water is bringing large size. Finn-atics 609-398-2248 onshore — there's a great striped (bass, striped) bite inside the 3-mile mark this week. They continue to be targets for most anglers. The Eels and bunkers are still bait as well. Sizes have been the best right around 2 miles but with weather conditions
lately they will be slightly mixed and moving. Blackfish (Tautog) are in close this week and although they're not the main targets they're doing quite well. Anglers must stay informed on upcoming species closures in their areas to ensure they are always within legal fishing guidelines. Absecon Bay Player Center 609-4840409 Inshore - Everyone has stripper (bass, striped) fever. Most people are targeting them and ignoring the other fish completely. Eels and bunkers (Menhadaden) are the best bait for them. They are cut quite well to structures about 3 miles north. Oceanside is open year-round but keep informed about upcoming back
bay closures. There have been no reports of bluefish or totags so far this week. Temperatures are still heating up so the bite is expected to continue over the holiday weekend. When you buy a Fin-Atics $100 gift card you can treat yourself to a free $20 gift card just for you! Also, the week before christmas fin-Atics is
offering an extra 15% Detailed list! Stop in and take advantage of great savings! Fin-atics 609-398-2248 onshore - everyone has stripper (bass, striped) fever. Most people are targeting them and ignoring the other fish completely. Eels and bunkers (Menhadaden) are the best bait for them. They are cut quite well to
structures about 3 miles north. Oceanside is open year-round but keep informed about upcoming back bay closures. There have been no reports of bluefish or totags so far this week. Temperatures are still heating up so the bite is expected to continue over the holiday weekend. When you buy a Fin-Atics $100 gift card
you can treat yourself to a free $20 gift card just for you! Also, the week before Christmas Fin-Atics is offering an extra 15% off the list! Stop in and take advantage of great savings! Fin-atics 609-398-2248 onshore-onshore fishing is slowing down slightly this week. There are strippers (bass, striped) still being caught with
Mojos on troll. They're holding back into the bays and hitting well during the outgoing tide. Bluefish are far away but still within the 3-mile area in about 45 feet of water. The ocean has been focused on the south end of the city and down the past few days. The bites haven't been red hot, but they're there for anglers who
put in their time. Most people are waiting for another round of fish to go down from the north. Offshore - Action has been raised a little bit in the offshore sector this week. Ocean bass, black 140 and more are cut well into leg. Debris in this area are important to find them. Tog (Tautog) are in close this week. Their sizes
are very small but there are plenty of them to catch. Size is still expected to grow. When you buy a Fin-Atics $100 gift card you can treat yourself to a free $20 gift card just for you! Also, the week before Christmas Fin-Atics is offering an extra 15% off the list! Stop in and take advantage of great savings! Fin-atics 609-3982248 onshore - fishing has never been better in the field! Strippers (bass, striped) are red hot this week. Anglers don't have to head more than a mile offshore to find them. They've turned just shy from the 50-pound mark. It's unbelievable. Most boaters are trolling and sometimes jigging them and they are just about
everywhere. From Long Beach to Sandy Hook and seaside it's not hard to catch up on. We suspect the bite is just getting started as well and it will be a late season. There are some fish right off the beach but these sizes are almost as good or often not. They are also spotty around the jetty. The bays are holding some
strippers around the structures but they're turning just 20-25 inches, sometimes big on soft plastic. Fishing has never been better in this area. Striped bass about a mile offshore. Just shy of 50 odd pounds. Most of them are some trolling on jigs. - Taug (Tautog) cutting has been very good in this area as of late. Lots of
Going out the first thing in the morning to catch the bite early. They have been holding onto the reefs as the water is still quite hot and they haven't moved out yet. Most of the other summer fish have moved out at this point and someone going offshore is targeting tog. Bait report - there are tons of bunker (Menhaden)
swimming from 25-50 feet with the best bites in the 35-40 feet area. This place is creating better fodder on a daily basis. Finn-atics 609-398-2248 onshore — there's been a sporadic blackfish (Tautog) bite just about everywhere in the area this week. It seems anglers are either holding up their limits or not in the middle of
much, much else. Most of them have been of fairly good size. Anglers have been jigging enough to hook them up. Green crabs and white crabs are still the bait of choice. Blackfish also hangs along nearby shore reefs. There's also been a nice striped (bass, striped) bite this week for trolling boats and jigging. Trawling
mojo rigs in charmruz or white have caught big fish. Bunker spoons are also working very well. As long as the weather conditions continue, the bite should continue in January. Fodder report-so far no major reports of fodder running have been reported this week. Check out Jersey Hooker Outfitters' 25 days of Christmas
sale starting today, December 1 and running during the holidays. Stock up on some great savings for your favorite angler! Jersey Hooker Outfitters 732-903-6904 www.jerseyhooker.com onshore - fishing hasn't changed a lot in the past few weeks. There are a lot of strippers (bass, striped) constantly using lures, eels or

live pinfish in the back bay and on outgoing tides. There are plenty of fish from anywhere around 22-26 inches of bridges and banks taking a lot of side plastic as well. White and pink looks the best color of the week using a soft plastic on a jighead. Black is doing a good job at night. The surf has been consistently rough
this week, but anglers are still picking up fish around the jetty on lures or even poppers. Offshore - Now that Blackfish (Tautog) has open anglers, it is doing quite well around nearby and offshore reefs. There are some sea bass, offshore reefs and ships hanging around black as well. For anglers who decide to opt out on
holidays, they can always consult our tips feature that provides additional information and suggestions that can help improve catch-up. They can also stop at fin-atics for a great-minute fishing report. Fodder report-a lot of bunkers are running in schools. Finn-atics 609-398-2248 onshore-striper (bass, striped) bites have
exploded back into the bay, where most of the numbers are coming from. Most anglers are throwing jigs, hard plastic or live baits such as eels or chunk bunkers and clams. Sizes have mostly been thrown backs but there are more to be caught in the surf on live baits. Anglers are trolling the sea Well, not so much in
numbers but in size. Some up to 40lbs have been reported and growing. Anywhere 40-60 feet is the host for some great fish from the water. Blackfish (Tautog) has just opened and are well off ships from 2-10 miles or on land. Bait report - adult and peanut bunkers, sand fish and bay anchovies. Sea Isle Bait and Tackle
609-263-6540 Onshore -Striper (bass, striped) season is just as the bite begins to take off already. There are so many sizes that keepers aren't, most are from 10-30 inches but they're getting progressively bigger. Bridges, side banks, and back bays are doing well as the surf begins to take off. Anglers are using clams
and menhaden for larger sizes, and SP minnows are working well at the northern end. Zmans are hooking up small bass and live Eels on side banks. Bluefish are also turning into surf and getting bigger everyday. The boats have gone out and caught bass and blues down. Small fish are being caught at night. There's
also a run of false Albacore (Bonito, Little Tunney) hitting the beach at the south end of the island in the past week. Tautog has been caught on green crabs around the bridges as well, but anglers should keep in mind that they can only take home one. There have been reports of tuna, Yellowtail plying in the northern
valleys despite offshore-spotty weather. The season has been harsh overall for most anglers to get out lately, but we expect to see better conditions coming soon. Seabass, black is now open and the waters are in about 80-90 feet. Battle Report – Currently running no choice to report this area, although you should
decide that you can always check out our tips feature that provides more tips and information that can help improve your grip. Additional information on captains and boats of the Beach Haven Charter Fisheries Association can be found in the Fin-Atics 609-398-2248 Disclaimer www.bhcfa.net: since fishing conditions
change from minute to minute we try to keep our reports as updated as possible. The United States is a big country, so we try to keep our Strathamere/Corson's Inlet State Park fishing reports up once a week. If you want to contribute to the Strathmere/Corson Inlet State Park Fishing Report, feel free to email your fishing
tips to mike@proangler.us. We also rely on small contributions to inform us that fishing conditions have changed so we can update the Strathmere/Strathmere situation. Strathmere/Corson Inlet State Park Fishing Reports are brought to you by the Pro Angler team and many, many, highly skilled captains and bait shop
owners. Bosses.
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